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DENMARK -THE DEATH OF KING FREDERICK VIII 

On May 15 King Frederick VIII of Denmark died in Hamburg while 
returning to Copenhagen from a trip to the south, whither he had gone 
in search of health. The circumstances of his death were pathetic in the 
extreme. Wandering from his hotel in the evening, unattended and in 
citizen's garb, in accordance with a habit of years, he fell in the street, 
was hurried to a hospital by bystanders who did not recognize him, and 
died before the members of his family were aware of his absence. So 
that his death was like his life; for he was universally known as the 
most democratic monarch of modern times, simple in all his tastes, fond 
of mingling with the common people, and not at all disposed to impress 
his own personality upon the constitutional government of which he 
was the head. He was more widely related to European royalty than 
any of his contemporaries, and inherited from his father the pseudonym 
of "the father-in-law of Europe." He was a brother of the queen mother 
Alexandra of England, of King George of Greece, and of the widowed 
dowager Empress of Russia. His second son, Karl, was elected King of 
Norway in 1905, and now reigns as Haakon VII. He was also uncle of 
the Czar of Russia, and of King George of England. Thus his death 
plunged four courts into mourning. 

On the day after the crown prince Christian was proclaimed King of 
Denmark as Christian X, and the orderly govermnent of the little 
peninsular kingdom proceeded without agitation or excitement. 

For another reason than this change in her ruler, Denmark has been 
much in the eyes of the world recently; the political prophets of Europe 
have had much to say about the schemes of Germany for the absorption 
of Holland, and about a secret understanding between Germany and 
Denmark by which the latter is to become a member of the federation, 
with a large measure of home rule, and Germany thus gain peaceful 
possession of Esbjerg, the best harbor on the Danish coast. Predictions 
and rumors of this character are a part of the daily provender of the 
European press, and are not as a rule taken very seriously in the chan- 
celleries. But the story about Denmark has been so persistent that 
some of her own people became alarmed, and in March they led to 
an interpellation in the Danish parliament. It came from the Con- 
servative party, and it promptly elicited from Count Aplefeld, the 
foreign secretary, a statement so definite and sweeping in it character, 
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that it at once put an end to all apprehensions, and rightly takes its 
place as an international event of no little importance. He said: 

Denmark is unanimous in its opinion about its foreign policy. If we have a con- 
flict with any other state which we cannot solve by diplomatic negotiations, we shall 
submit it to arbitration. Our position during any conflict between foreign countries 
is absolute neutrality. The Danish Parliament and the Danish Government have 
declared this policy on every necessary occasion. Denmark is not either directly 
or indirectly bound by any agreement, either tacit or written. We have no treaties 
and no alliance. The Danish Government enjoys the very best understanding with 
all other Governments, and no foreign Power can draw us away from our absolutely 
non-party attitude to other states. The government, with extreme regret, has learnt 
that its entirely neutral policy has incurred suspicion and hostility amongst a certain 
party in the country. An attempt has been made to describe the government's policy 
as the fruit of direct or indirect pressure from Germany, which was supposed to 
weaken our national independence and lower our prestige among the nations. 

I want on this occasion to announce as strongly as I can that all these insinuations 
are, without exception, entirely devoid of foundation, and I hope sincerely that all 
these rumors will henceforth disappear. 

The foreign secretary proceeded to deny categorically and emphat- 
ically, that any pressure of any sort had been brought to bear by Ger- 
many upon the Danish Government in military questions of any char- 
acter. He admitted that there had been lengthy discussions between the 
two governments, but insisted that they related to the conditions under 
which Danish-speaking subjects were living in Schleswig, and were based 
upon two principles, one, that the status quo which arose out of the treaty 
with Germany must be maintained, and the other, that the preservation 
of the Danish language and culture profoundly touches the sentiment 
of the whole Danish nation. 

At the conclusion of his address, the foreign secretary was given a vote 
of confidence in which the members of all four of the political parties 
represented in the Folkething unanimously joined. 

The sentiment of the Danish people appears to be united that the 
continued and absolute neutrality of the kingdom is the only safeguard 
of its independence. The subsequent death of Ring Frederick and the 
accession of Christian have been accompanied by many evidences of 
this national feeling. The Danish people are much stirred in these 
days by the growth of socialism in their midst; but upon the question of 
the preservation of their hard earned independence by the maintenance 
of the strictest neutrality in European politics, they appear to be sin- 
gularly united. 
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